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Keywords: Robust control, Robust stability con- of interval polynomial is also dealt in [1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8].
ditions, Interval plants. In this paper, we propose a necessary condition and

su±cient condition for interval polynomials using
the results of Nie [13] for ¯xed polynomials. weAbstract
also consider linear interval plant family in which
the uncertainty in the plant is manifested via a pri-A simple necessary condition and su±cient condi-
ori interval bounds for each numerator and denom-tion for robust Hurwitz stability of interval poly-
inator polynomial coe±cient. Several results havenomial is obtained using the results of Nie [13] for
appeared in the literature which aims at reducing¯xed polynomials. These conditions provide a sim-
test of Hurwitz stability of entire family to a smallple and quick test to detect many unstable sys-
subset of entire family. In this regard few extremetems. Furthermore, these conditions are used to
point results are available in the literature. Thesederive a robust controller for interval plants which
includes work due to Ghosh [9], where he has showninvolves less computational complexity compared to
that a pure gain compensator C(s) = K stabilizesextreme point results due to Barmish [2]. The pro-
entire interval plant family if and only if it sta-posed method is illustrated by a numerical exam-
bilizes a distinguished set of eight of the extremeple.
plants. Hollot and Yang [10] considered the same
setup as Ghosh but allow the controller to be ¯rst1 Introduction
order. They prove that to robustly stabilize the
entire family, it is necessary and su±cient to sta-The stability of a linear time invariant continuous
bilize the set of extreme plants which are obtainedtime feedback control system is characterized by
by taking all possible combinations of extreme val-root location of its characteristic polynomial. For
ues of the plant numerator coe±cients with extremestability the characteristic polynomial must be Hur-
values of the plant denominator coe±cients. If thewitz i.e. all of its roots should lie in the open left
plant numerator has degree m and the plant de-half of the complex plane. Robust stability anal-
nominator is monic with degree n, the number ofysis with uncertain parameters has been very im-

m+n+1extreme plants can be as high as N = 2 .portant research topic. Since control systems op- ext
In [2], Barmish proved that, it is necessary and su±-erate under large uncertainties it is important to
cient to stabilize only sixteen of the extreme plants.study stability robustness in the presence of uncer-
A complete survey of these extreme point is giventainty. The uncertainty present in the control sys-
in [3]. In this paper, we propose a method which in-tem causes degradation of system performance and
volves less computational complexity compared todestabilization. An important approach to this sub-
extreme point results given by Barmish [2] usingject is via expressing the characteristic polynomial
the result of Nie [13] for ¯xed polynomials. Theby an interval polynomial, i.e. a polynomial whose
paper is organized as: Section 2 gives a necessarycoe±cient each vary independently in a prescribed
condition and su±cient condition for robust Hur-interval. The stability analysis of polynomials sub-
witz stability of interval polynomial. In Section 3 ajected to parameter uncertainty have received con-
design procedure for robust stabilization of intervalsiderable attention after the celebrated theorem of
plants is presented. In Section 4, a numerical ex-Kharitonov [11], which assures robust stability un-
ample illustrates the method developed in Sectionder the condition that four specially constructed
3. Finally conclusion is given in Section 5.\extreme polynomials", called Kharitonov polyno-

mials are Hurwitz. The problem of robust stability



2 A Necessary and su±cient condi- Proof: Consider any arbitrary polynomial ± (s),k
which is a member of the set of real polynomials intion for robust stability of interval
equation (1). This polynomial will have ¯xed coe±-polynomial
cients. Then according to Lemma 2.1, this polyno-
mial satis¯es the necessary condition for the rootsConsider the set of real polynomials of degree n of
to lie in the left half plane if condition in equationthe form
(3)is satis¯ed. For this arbitrary polynomial, the

2 3 4 n±(s) = ± +± s+± s +± s +± s + ¢ ¢ ¢+± s (1) necessary condition given in equation (5) satis¯es0 1 2 3 4 n

the condition given in equation (3). This is true
where the coe±cients lie within given ranges, for any arbitrary polynomial in equation (1). This

completes the proof.
± 2 [x ; y ] ; ± 2 [x ; y ] ; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; ± 2 [x ; y ] :0 0 0 1 1 1 n n n

Theorem 2.2 The interval polynomial ±(s) de-
We assume that the degree remains invariant over ¯ned in (1) is Hurwitz for all ± 2 [x ; y ] wherei i i
the family, so that 0 =2 [x ; y ]. Such a set of poly-n n i = 0; 1; 2; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; n if the following su±cient condi-
nomials is called a real interval family and is re- tions are satis¯ed
ferred as an interval polynomial. The set of poly-
nomials given by (1) is stable if and only if each and y ¸ x > 0 i = 0; 1; 2; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; ni i
every element of the set is a Hurwitz polynomial.
We will propose a necessary condition and su±cient 0:4655x x > y y i = 1; 2; ¢ ¢ ¢n¡ 2: (6)i i+1 i¡1 i+2
condition for the robust stability of interval poly-
nomial (1) using the algebraic stability criterion for Proof: Consider any arbitrary polynomial ± (s),k
¯xed polynomials due to Nie [13]. which is member of the set of real polynomials in
Consider the following ¯xed polynomial of the form, equation (1). This polynomial will have ¯xed coef-

¯cients. Then according to Lemma 2.2, this poly-
n n¡1 n¡2¢(s) = a s + a s + a s + ¢ ¢ ¢+ a s+ a0 1 2 n¡1 n nomial satis¯es the su±cient condition for the roots

(2) to lie in the left half plane if condition in equation
(4)is satis¯ed. For this arbitrary polynomial, the
su±cient condition given in equation (6) satis¯esLemma 2.1 A necessary condition that the roots
the condition given in equation (4). This is trueof ¢(s) lie in the left half plane is
for any arbitrary polynomial in equation (1). This

a > 0; i = 0; 1; 2; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; n completes the proof.i

a a > a a ; i = 1; 2; ¢ ¢ ¢n¡ 2: (3)i i+1 i¡1 i+2 3 Design procedure for robust stabi-
lization of interval plants

Lemma 2.2 A su±cient condition that the roots
Consider a strictly proper interval plant family con-of ¢(s) lie in the left half plane is
sisting all plants of the form,

a > 0; i = 0; 1; 2; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; ni N(s; p)
G(s; p; q) = (7)

D(s; q)
0:4655a a > a a ; i = 1; 2; ¢ ¢ ¢n¡ 2: (4)i i+1 i¡1 i+2

where the numerator and denominator polynomials
are of the formThe above results for ¯xed polynomial due to Nie

[13] can be extended to derive a necessary and a suf- 2 m¡1 mN(s; p) = p +p s+p s + ¢ ¢ ¢+p s +p s0 1 2 m¡1 m¯cient condition for stability of interval polynomial (8)
and are stated in the following theorems. 2 n¡1 nD(s; q) = q +q s+q s +¢ ¢ ¢+q s +q s (9)0 1 2 n¡1 n

and where vectors p and q lie in given rectangles PTheorem 2.1 The interval polynomial ±(s) de-
and Q, respectively, i.e.,¯ned in (1) is Hurwitz for all ± 2 [x ; y ] wherei i i

© ªi = 0; 1; 2; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; n if the following necessary condi- ¡ +p 2 P = p : p · p · p for i = 0; 1; ¢ ¢ ¢ ;mii itions are satis¯ed (10)
andy ¸ x > 0 i = 0; 1; 2; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; ni i © ª¡ +q 2 Q = q : q · q · q for i = 0; 1; ¢ ¢ ¢ ; nii i

x x > y y i = 1; 2; ¢ ¢ ¢n¡ 2: (5)i i+1 i¡1 i+2 (11)



¡ + ¡where q = [1; 1] and the bounds p ; p , q , and Consider a PI controller of the formn i i i
+q are speci¯ed a priori.i K N (s)2 cTo stabilize the interval plant family, we consider K + =1 s D (s)ca proper ¯rst-order compensator of the form (any

form for the controller can be considered), to robustly stabilize given model of aircraft. The
C(s) will stabilize the given model of aircraft if the

K N (s)2 c closed loop interval polynomial in (14) is stable.C(s) = K + = (12)1 s D (s)c The closed loop interval polynomial in (14) becomes
5 4 3¢(s; a; b) = [1; 1]s + [2:8; 4:6]s + [50:4; 80:8]sWe say that this compensator C(s) robustly stabi-

2+[54K + 30:1; 74K + 33:9]s1 1lizes the interval plant family if, for all p 2 P and
+[90K + 54K ¡ 0:1; 166K + 74K + 0:1]s1 2 1 2all q 2 Q, the resulting closed loop polynomial
+[90K ; 166K ] = 0 (15)2 2

¢(s; p; q) = N (s)N(s; p) +D (s)D(s; q) (13)c c By applying conditions in (5) and (6) to (15)
and solving the resulting inequalities using softwarehas all its roots in the strict left half plane; that is

¢(s; p; q) is Hurwitz. This is being the case, C(s) package MATLAB [12] we obtain one of the robust
is said to be a robust stabilizer and the closed loop stabilizing PI controller as,system is said to be robustly stable. Let the closed
loop interval polynomial be in the form 0:1

C(s) = 0:5 +n n+1¢(s; p; q) = [x ; y ] + [x ; y ]s+ ¢ ¢ ¢+ [x ; y ]s + [1; 1]sn n0 0 1 1 s
(14)

The stability conditions in (5) and (6) can be ap- 5 Conclusionplied to closed loop characteristic polynomial in
(14), which leads to inequalities in terms of compen- A simple necessary condition and su±cient condi-
sator parameters. These inequalities can be solved tion for robust Hurwitz stability of interval polyno-
to obtain compensator parameters. Even though mial is obtained using the results of Nie for Hur-
the method in [2] gives a necessary and su±cient witz stability of ¯xed polynomials. These condi-
condition for robust stabilization using only sixteen tions provide a simple and quick test to detect many
extreme plants, the method still involves much com- unstable systems. Even though the method in [2]
putational complexity since it is required to con- gives a necessary and su±cient condition for robust
struct sixteen Routh table and solve the constraints stabilization using only sixteen extreme plants, the
(obtained by enforcing positivity in the ¯rst column method still involves much computational complex-
of the Routh table) for stability. Although the pro- ity since it is required to construct sixteen Routh ta-
posed method is based on necessary condition and ble and solve the constraint for stability. Although
su±cient condition it involves less computational the proposed method is based on necessary condi-
complexity and provides a simple way to obtain a tion and su±cient condition it involves less compu-
robust controller. The following numerical example tational complexity and provides a simple way to
illustrates the design procedure. obtain a robust controller. The proposed method

is illustrated by a numerical example.
4 Numerical example
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